
Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to ensure that the information in this document is correct and accurate, users of Hynds 
product or information within this document must make their own assessment of suitability for their particular application. Product 
dimensions are nominal only, and should be veri�ed if critical to a particular installation. No warranty is either expressed, implied, 
or statutory made by Hynds unless expressly stated in any sale and purchase agreement entered into between Hynds and the user.

Please follow all relevant instructions and recommendations 
while working with covers in their open position. Appropriate 
PPE should be worn while completing work.

Tools and materials required (not supplied) 

 ■ Torch / Gas cylinder

 ■ Scraper

 ■ Hammer

 ■ Glue gun

 ■ Fix190 Adhesive 

To order:

 ■ Item code : DIMHMAXCFHS-S

 ■ Fix190 adhesive available from marine wholesalers
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Replacement of cushioning insert MAXIMO / V3 / V5 products

INSTRUCTION SHEET
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Clean groove

STEP 1

1- Open the cover, remove the old insert, once it has bbeen removed, clean he 
groov, make sure that it is free of dust grease, water, mud, etc....

2- Use the torch and scraper to remove the dry glue on the cover.

3- Clean the groove to receive the new seal
(make sure the lid groove is free of glue, water, mud, or dirt).

4- Vérifier que le nouveau joint est propre avant de le coller.

STEP 2

5- Place a bead of glue at the bottom of the lid groove
(Warning: the bead of glue must have a Ø ≥ 6mm).

STEP 3

6- Position the seal in its groove and exert pressure along its entire length,
use the hammer with short taps around the perimeter of the seal, taking care 

not to damage the bead of the seal.
(This is to allow the flow of the glue on the walls of the groove and the joint).

Wait about 30 minutes (depending on the outside temperature) before closing
the cover, risk of the seal coming off.

STEP 4

7- Before complete drying of the glue, close the cover in its frame.
(This is to even out the pressure on the seal and thus obtain better bonding).

Tools and EPI required (not supplied) 
- Torch / Gas cylinder
- Scraper
- Hammer
- Glue gun
To Order : 
- JOINT LSPEBR V / MAXIMO item code : 520777
- Mastic: (PU) Glue  : item code : 515663

Put the used elastic support in the trash (DIB ordinary industrial waste)
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Glue bead
peripheral

Please consult our commercial department for 

assistance

 - Please follow all other relevant instructions  / 
recommendation associated wih the normal 
working
practices, which are aimed at working with covers 
while in their open position.
Operators must wear their safety equipment 
(EPI).
 - Security glasses
 - Security shoes
 - Security gloves
 - On road: refl ective safety vest
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STEP 1

1. Open the cover, remove the old seal, once it has been 
removed, clean the groove, make sure that it is free of 
dust grease, water, mud, etc.

2. Use the torch and scraper to remove the dry glue on 
the cover.

3. Clean the groove for the new seal (make sure the lid 
groove is free of glue, water, mud, or dirt).

4. Check that the new seal is clean before gluing it. 

STEP 2

5. Place a bead of glue at the bottom of the lid groove 
(Warning: the bead of glue must have a Ø ≥ 6mm). 

STEP 3

6. Position the seal in its groove and exert pressure along 
its entire length, use the hammer with short taps around 
the perimeter of the seal, taking care not to damage the 
bead of the seal. 
 
(This is to allow the flow of the glue on the walls of the 
groove and the joint). 
 
Wait about 30 minutes (depending on the outside 
temperature) before closing the cover, to reduce the risk 
of the seal coming off.

STEP 4

7. Before complete drying of the glue, close the cover in its 
frame.  
 
(This is to even out the pressure on the seal and thus 
obtain better bonding).
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STEP 1

1- Open the cover, remove the old insert, once it has bbeen removed, clean he 
groov, make sure that it is free of dust grease, water, mud, etc....

2- Use the torch and scraper to remove the dry glue on the cover.

3- Clean the groove to receive the new seal
(make sure the lid groove is free of glue, water, mud, or dirt).

4- Vérifier que le nouveau joint est propre avant de le coller.

STEP 2

5- Place a bead of glue at the bottom of the lid groove
(Warning: the bead of glue must have a Ø ≥ 6mm).

STEP 3

6- Position the seal in its groove and exert pressure along its entire length,
use the hammer with short taps around the perimeter of the seal, taking care 

not to damage the bead of the seal.
(This is to allow the flow of the glue on the walls of the groove and the joint).

Wait about 30 minutes (depending on the outside temperature) before closing
the cover, risk of the seal coming off.

STEP 4

7- Before complete drying of the glue, close the cover in its frame.
(This is to even out the pressure on the seal and thus obtain better bonding).

Tools and EPI required (not supplied) 
- Torch / Gas cylinder
- Scraper
- Hammer
- Glue gun
To Order : 
- JOINT LSPEBR V / MAXIMO item code : 520777
- Mastic: (PU) Glue  : item code : 515663

Put the used elastic support in the trash (DIB ordinary industrial waste)
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assistance

 - Please follow all other relevant instructions  / 
recommendation associated wih the normal 
working
practices, which are aimed at working with covers 
while in their open position.
Operators must wear their safety equipment 
(EPI).
 - Security glasses
 - Security shoes
 - Security gloves
 - On road: refl ective safety vest
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